March 26, 2015

Dr. Shlair Hussein Hasan
Salahaddin University
Agriculture College
industrial of food departement
Erbil
Kurdistan
Iraq

Dear Dr. Shlair:

RESEARCH TITLE
Indirect Spectrophotometric Determination Of Folic Acid By Oxidation Followed By Complex Formation And Studying Some Of The Thermodynamic Parameters

AUTHOR/S: Shlair Hussein Hasan
RESEARCH ID: R5ME35
REGISTRATION FEE: $375 (if one registers for the full conference); $575 (if two co-authors register)
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: 17 September 2015

I am pleased to inform you that your submission was subjected to a double-blind review process, and the reviewers accepted the above for oral presentation at the International Journal of Arts & Sciences’ (IJAS) International Conference for Technology and Science which will be held at the American University of Rome, Via Pietro Roselli 4, 00153 Rome. This conference will run from 19 to 22 October 2015.

The conference’s format follows the audience-friendly TED format at http://www.ted.com. The program for our latest conference on the Harvard University campus may give you an idea of what to expect from our conferences which are very well-attended: http://ijas2014harvard.sched.org.

For your submission to appear in one of our refereed ISSN-numbered publications, please format your work in line with this template http://www.internationaljournal.org/template.html. There is no limit on the number of pages. Email your properly formatted abstract/paper only to ManuscriptSubmission@gmail.com. Please make sure that it is in Microsoft Word and that the above “Research ID” is included in all your future emails’ Subject line.

The registration fee does not include food and lodging.

As a professor at Central Connecticut State University, I witness firsthand the benefits of international education emanating from study abroad programs. The conference will highlight these benefits while offering you a forum to share your specialized research with international professors.

We look forward to your presentation.

Sincerely,

Professor J.L. Bonnici, PhD, JD
IJAS Conferences Coordinator
TEMA: Visto di ingresso/i per il/la/i Dott. Shlair Hussein Hasan,

Egregio Sig. Ambasciatore,

Le scrivo riguardante la partecipazione del/della/dei Dott. Shlair Hussein Hasan alla conferenza internazionale organizzata dalla International Journal of Arts and Sciences.

Questa conferenza si terrà presso la sede della The American University of Rome dal 19 fino al 22 di Ottobre 2015. La sede ha ottenuto il riconoscimento come Istituto di Cultura Superiore Straniero, con attività non commerciali, dal Ministro dell'Università e della Ricerca (ai sensi dell'art.34, comma 8 bis della legge 27-4-89, n. 154) nel 1990.

Rimango in attesa di una Vostra gentile risposta.

Per qualsiasi chiarimento Vi prego di rivolgersi al nostro ufficio.

Con i migliori saluti,

C. Bonnici
Passaporto Tedesco: C4FYM22HC